. Emission and excitation properties of fragmented IFP. Emission and excitation spectra were measured using E. coli expressing each fragmented IFP to determine the wavelengths that yield maximum emission (λ em ) and excitation (λ ex ) at 37°C. For each variant discovered in the EK and AY libraries, spectral analysis was performed with fragmented IFP fused to IAAL-E3 and IAAL-K3 (+EK), CheA and CheY (+AY), or in the absence of any fusions (-fusion). A subset of the fragmented IFPs were also analyzed with only one fragment fused to the IAAL-K3 peptide (+K). ORF1 represents the IFP residues encoded by the open reading frame that precedes the peptide backbone cleavage site, whereas ORF2 represents the IFP residues encoded by the open reading frame that follows the cleavage site. A sharp excitation spectrum was not detected (nd) with several of the fragmented IFP upon removal of IAAL-E3 or IAAL-E3 and IAAL-K3 due to the weak signal. Cells expressing full-length IFP yielded maximal emission upon excitation at 683 nm and maximal excitation when emission was monitored at 711 nm. fused to the different IFP fragments, IAAL-K3 (K) fused to only one of the fragments, and no peptides or proteins (-) fused to either fragment. ImageJ was used to quantify the levels of the N-and C-terminal fragments in each blot, which are reported relative to the levels of the two-piece IFP fused to IAAL-E3 and IAAL-K3. For comparison, the bottom panels illustrates the effects of peptide and protein fusion on fluorescence (λ ex = 684 nm; λ em = 710 nm). Figure S5 . Calculated translation initiation rates for C-terminal fragments containing or lacking fusion to IAAL-K3. A thermodynamic model for translation initiation was used to calculate the relative translation initiation rates of the RBS that controlled the expression of IFP fragments containing (open bars) or lacking (closed bars) IAAL-K3 peptides. Translation initiation rates were normalized to the maximum value obtained with IAAL-K3 peptides. All calculations were performed using the DNA sequence that flanked the start codon of the ORFs encoding the IFP fragments, including 50 bases before and after the predicted start codons. . Synthetic DNA used for the last step of library construction. The architecture of the four DNA used to create vectors that express fragmented IFP. Upon insertion into IFP genes, all of these DNA terminate expression of the IFP fragment that precedes the original transposon insertion site and initiate expression of the IFP fragment that follows the ORF. f1-kan R does not amend associating peptides or proteins to either IFP fragment. ek-kan R fuses IAAL-E3 to the end of the IFP fragments that precede the fragmentation site and IAAL-K3 to the beginning of the IFP fragments that follow the fragmentation sites. k-kan R fuses IAAL-K3 to the beginning of the IFP fragments that follow the fragmentation sites and nothing to the fragment that precedes the fragmentation site. ay-kan R fuses CheA to the end of the IFP fragments that precede the fragmentation site and CheY to the beginning of the IFP fragments that follow the fragmentation sites. Figure S8 . The method for creating libraries of fragmented proteins fused to different pairs of associating proteins. Library construction involves four steps, which included: (i) random insertion of transposons into the IFP genes using the transposase MuA, (ii) purifying IFP genes with inserted transposons away from IFP genes lacking inserted transposons, (iii) subcloning the ensemble of IFP-transposon hybrid genes into an expression vector, and (iv) subcloning synthetic DNA encoding different pairs of interacting proteins in place of the transposons. The last step can be performed using synthetic DNA that encode for interacting peptides (IAAL-E3 and IAAL-K3), proteins (CheA and CheY), or lacking additional ORFs as shown in Figure S2 .
